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Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C and D.

Pressure transmitter, Type AKS, followed by 32R, 32, 33, 2050, 3000, 3050 or 4050, may be followed by 060 followed by G, followed by a 4-digit number and Models AKS 8000, 8050 or 8050, may be followed by 064 followed by G followed by a 4 digit number.

Pressure transmitter, Type MBS followed by 4500 followed by any combination of 5-numbers/letters and maybe followed by the number 060 followed by G followed by a 4-digits number.

Pressure transmitter, Type MBS followed by 32, 32R, 33, 33M, 2050, 2100/2150, 2200, 2250, 3000, 3010, 3050, 3100, 3150, 3200, 3250, 3300, 3350, 4010, 4050, 4510, 4550, 5050, 5100, or 5150, may be followed by 060 followed by G or N followed by a 4 digit number and Models MBS 8000, 8050, 8100, 8150, 8200, 8250, 8300, 8350, 9200, 9250, 9300 or 9350, may be followed by 064, followed by G, followed by a 4 digit number.

Pressure transmitters, Type AKS series, followed by 3000, 3050, 32R, 2050, 33 or 32, followed by 060G, followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure transmitters, Type MBS series, followed by 3000, 3050, 32R, 2050, 33, 32, 3200, 3250, 3300, 3350, 33M, 5100, 4010, 4000, 4003 or 1700, followed by 060G (not 5100) or 060N (5100 only), followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure transmitters, Type DST series, followed by P300, P310, P340 or P30M, followed by 076G, followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure transmitters, Type EMP series, followed by 2, followed by 084G, followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure Transmitter, Model DST followed by P100, P110, P120, P130 or P140, followed by 075, followed by G followed by any 4 digit number, followed by xxx % or zz Vdc or yy mA, where ‘xxx’ can be a numerical value 0-100, ‘zz’ can be a numerical value 0-11, and ‘yy’ can be a numerical value 0-20

Class I, Division 2, Group D.

Pressure Limiting Switches, Type No. ACB, followed by -1U, -2U or -4U, followed by A, B or C, followed by number from 01 to 9999, may be followed by W or MW or blank. The Type designation suffixes denote: W (waterproof products) or MW (Manual Reset / Waterproof products).

Marking: Company name or Trademark model designation and Recognized Component Mark
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The appearance of a company's name or product in this database does not in itself assure that products so identified have been manufactured under UL’s Follow-Up Service. Only those products bearing the UL Mark should be considered to be Certified and covered under UL’s Follow-Up Service. Always look for the Mark on the product.
UL permits the reproduction of the material contained in the Online Certification Directory subject to the following conditions: 1. The Guide Information, Assemblies, Constructions, Designs, Systems, and/or Certifications (files) must be presented in their entirety and in a non-misleading manner, without any manipulation of the data (or drawings). 2. The statement “Reprinted from the Online Certifications Directory with permission from UL” must appear adjacent to the extracted material. In addition, the reprinted material must include a copyright notice in the following format: “© 2020 UL LLC”
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Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C and D.

Pressure transmitter, Type AKS, followed by 32R, 32, 33, 2050, 3000, 3050 or 4050, may be followed by 060 followed by G, followed by a 4-digit number and Models AKS 8000, 8050 or 8050, may be followed by 064 followed by G followed by a 4 digit number.

Pressure transmitter, Type MBS followed by 4500 followed by any combination of 5-numbers/letters and maybe followed by the number 060 followed by G followed by a 4-digits number.

Pressure transmitter, Type MBS followed by 32, 32R, 33, 33M, 2050, 2100/2150, 2200, 2250, 3000, 3010, 3050, 3100, 3150, 3200, 3250, 3300, 3350, 4010, 4050, 4510, 4550, 5050, 5100, or 5150, may be followed by 060 followed by G or N followed by a 4 digit number and Models MBS 8000, 8050, 8100, 8150, 8200, 8250, 8300, 8350, 9200, 9250, 9300 or 9350, may be followed by 064, followed by G, followed by a 4 digit number.

Pressure transmitters, Type AKS series, followed by 3000, 3050, 32R, 2050, 33 or 32, followed by 060G, followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure transmitters, Type MBS series, followed by 3000, 3050, 32R, 2050, 33, 32, 3200, 3250, 3300, 3350, 33M, 5100, 4010, 4000, 4003 or 1700, followed by 060G (not 5100) or 060N (5100 only), followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure transmitters, Type DST series, followed by P300, P310, P340 or P30M, followed by 076G, followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure transmitters, Type EMP series, followed by 2, followed by 084G, followed by xxxx where x is any alphanumeric, followed by 0-100% or 0-11Vdc or 0-20mA, followed by a number from 0 to 500.

Pressure Transmitter, Model DST followed by P100, P110, P120, P130 or P140, followed by 075, followed by G followed by any 4 digit number, followed by xxx % or zz Vdc or yy mA, where ‘xxx’ can be a numerical value 0-100, ‘zz’ can be a numerical value 0-11, and ‘yy’ can be a numerical value 0-20.

Class I, Division 2, Group D.

Pressure Limiting Switches, Type No. ACB, followed by -1U, -2U or -4U, followed by A, B or C, followed by number from 01 to 9999, may be followed by W or MW or blank. The Type designation suffixes denote: W (waterproof products) or MW (Manual Reset / Waterproof products).

Marking: Company name or Trademark , model designation and Recognized Component Mark for Canada
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